
Snowboard trainings with passion - only with EHschool: 

Travel With Extreme Homies EHSchool is under the patronage of SITS (Snowboard Instructors and              
Trainers Association of Poland). We have many years of experience in providing snowboard trainings              
and organising professional snowboard camps for children and adults. The lessons we give not only               
teach snowboarding but also are an opportunity to develop a snowboarding passion. Our instructors              
will help you to take the first steps in that discipline. They will provide you with a safe, professional                   
start and teach you how to snowboard technically, in freestyle and off-piste. Thanks to SITS licence                
(Snowboard Instructors and Trainers Association of Poland), we can train in the field of snowboard               
ability levels, which confirm skills of snowboard technique and are necessary to be able to start a                 
snowboard instructor course in SITS in the future and later to join our snowboarding staff. 

We are a modern company, we apply the most efficient methods of training including video and                
fotocoaching which helps trainees to observe and analyse carefully their progress in technique.             
Moreover, such materials from snowboard training are used to create a film which is always a form of                  
storing memories for every member from our trip. You can take exercises on such devices as:                
trampoline, gyroboard, trickboard and balance bar, what improves balance and snowboard technique.            
Such exercises help also in developing freestyle elements.  

Our staff is a specialised group for which snowboard is a true love. The group include graduates of 
Physical Education Universities, methodologists and pedagogists, sport instructors, trainers - people 
who make you love snowboard because they do their work with passion. Instructors in our School 
enhance their abilities all the time. They attend competitions, refreshment courses and equipment 
tests. They are up to date with all changes in in the field of technique, trainings and structure of 
snowboard equipment.  

We have a test centre of the most prestigious companies during our trips so every participant can try 
the latest collection of winter equipment and be up to date with all modern marvels.We cooperate with 
such companies as Burton, Go Pro. 

During our trip you can attend a training on every level of ability in small groups (max. 10 people).  
All group trainings take place if there is a minimal number of participants. 
A training includes: 

+ video analysis of snowboard technique 
+ fotocoaching 
+ lectures 
+ showing of training movies 
+ balance training 
+ snow and ski test equipment  

 


